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NEW & IMPROVED--AGAIN! 
 

You may be one of those people 

still discovering CIITS 15.0, and now you‘ll 

have to add 15.1 to your list of things to 

master.  While it may seem overwhelming 

to have so much to learn, these newest 

updates are what you've been asking for.  

CIITS 15.1 has some wonderful new 

features (focusing primarily on 

assessment) that are easy to learn and 

quick to incorporate.   

1.  Comments 

     Students now have a comment section 

     they can use to enter feedback after  

     finishing assessments.  Teachers add 

     this comment option with a simple click  

     to select that feature on the first screen  

     of test design. 

2.  Multi-language Express Tests 

     You have the option of creating 

     Express Tests that can be administered  

     in English or Spanish using a new  

      

            

     property found in Advanced 

     Options (located on the screen  

     where teachers select standards,   

     define test properties, input # of 

     questions, etc.). 

3.  Timer 

     It is now possible to pause timed  

     tests using a “Time Off” feature on  

     the Actions menu.  This pauses for  

     students to respond to untimed 

     questions, and the clock resumes  

     as they move on.  Students are  

     given visual notification when  

     items are not timed.  

4.  Audio/Video 

     Teachers can add audio and  

     video files into assessments as part  

     of assessment items, passages, or 

     answer choices for delivery to  

     students.  This better meets both 

     the needs of students and the 

     need to better convey the desired  

     problem/answer.  Formats that can 

     be used include MP3 audio and  

     MP4 video files.   

5.  Adding Instructions 

     You can finally add instructions to  

     the assessments you design in  

     CIITS.  The instructions appear both 

     online and on printed versions.   

     These instructions are added by  

     the same process used to add 

     questions or responses.  
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6.  Manipulatives & Formula Sheets 

     Assessment manipulatives are  

     contained on the manipulatives  

     toolbar and are no longer scaled  

     down, thus ensuring reproducible  

     measurements.  Manipulatives in 15.0  

     included a ruler, protractor, and  

     compass, and 15.1 brings additional  

     items in the forms of:   a four function  

     calculator, a scientific calculator,  

     a graphing calculator, and formula  

     sheets (which can be attached).  

     These allow students the use of offline  

     tools (such as a Periodic Table) they  

     would use in an authentic setting. 

7.  Hot Spots 

     This new item type can be imported,  

     and a future release will allow teachers  

     to create their own.  It is a test item  

     that allows students to interact with the  

     question and select answers from  

     within an image. 

8.  Activity-Based Tasks 

     Assessments can be designed that 

     add multi-part questions with   

     activities that can be aligned to similar  

     or different standards.  The benefit of  

     activities is that they provide students         

     with multiple opportunities to  

     demonstrate content knowledge and  

     prompt the use of higher-order thinking  

     skills. 

9.  MAP & Renaissance Learning 

     CIITS will now be able to upload MAP  

     data on a weekly basis.  Renaissance  

     Learning will provide weekly    

     assessment data uploads and  

     daily delta assessment data uploads to  

     CIITS.  As has been done with MAP  

     scores, the data will be available only  

     for those districts that choose to  

     complete the required data-sharing  

     agreements. 

 

 Should you want to see a detailed 

explanation of all changes that CIITS 15.1 

brings, you can find that at: 
 

https://docs.schoolnet.com/webhelp//15

1/MySchoolnet/Content/WhatsNew/Rele

ase_Notes.pdf 

 

NEW INFORMATION VIDEO AVAILABLE 
 

The latest CIITS video posted 

(August 23) to the KDE Media Portal 

focuses primarily on assessment, and it 

can be viewed at:   
 

http://mediaportal.education.ky.gov/?po

werpress_pinw=1260-podcast 
 

Some highlights from this video 

include: 

o KDE is looking at adding more 

district Points-of-Contact for CIITS to 

help with implementation. 

o Almost 3000 new questions are 

under review for addition to the 

Item Bank. 

o Many of these new items are for 

lower level grades (including 

Kindergarten, Grade 1, etc.). 

o A Formated Item Pool (FIP) from 

QualityCore End-of-Course has 

been purchased and is available 

for the four EOC courses. 

o ACT is giving KDE questions from 

other content areas (Algebra I, 

chemistry, etc.). 

o Career data (KOSSA, ASVAB, 

WorkKeys, and industry 

certification) will be added soon. 

o Additional data (ACCESS for ELLS, 

COMPASS, & KYOTE) are being 

added. 

o The Report Bank contains new pre-

formatted reports (K-PREP, 

EXPLORE, PLAN, ACT, etc.), and   

additional reports will be added as 

more data becomes available.  
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